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Foreword
Through the Legacy Study Series, the International
Cooperative Research Group (ICRG) of the U.S. Overseas
Cooperative Development Council (OCDC) has sought
to capture USAID’s programmatic influence through its
investments in cooperative development. In conjunction with other studies carried out in Poland, Kenya,
Philippines, and Peru under the ICRG’s “What Difference
Do Cooperatives Make?” (WDDCM) research initiative,
the Legacy Studies identify and examine the lasting effects
of USAID assistance to the cooperative sector today.
This Legacy Study illuminates the journey that cooperatives and their representative bodies have taken to
reach their present-day status in the Philippines and
identifies ways in which USAID has supported this journey. The purpose of the Legacy Series is to provide a
readable and evidence-based retrospective analysis of

Cooperatives are active in the Philippines in both urban
and rural areas. As of 2017, 13% of the total population of
the country — 14 million individuals — were members of
cooperatives.
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Development Programs (CDP) phases I and II, USAID
has had a strong presence in the Philippines since the
late 1960s and continues to assist even today. Some
of that pre-1997 assistance laid the foundation upon
which current programs build, and therefore this report
will reference those projects as appropriate.

Rice planting season
in the rice terraces of
Tinglayan, Kalinga.
Traditionally, agriculture
cooperatives were
predominant in the
Philippines but their
participation in the
national economy
is changing due to
growing importance of
the service sector.
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the cooperative sector through the lens of USAID assistance, although it is not exhaustive of the assistance
provided by USAID. Rather, the report’s objective is to illustrate various ways in which such assistance has contributed to the central role that the cooperative sector
plays in the Philippines’ development today.
While the Legacy Study looks primarily at interventions
led by Cooperative Development Organizations (CDOs)
that aided cooperatives between 1997 and 2010, including, but not limited to, many under USAID Cooperative

The research for the Philippines Legacy Study included
both secondary and primary sources, referencing (a) input
from the ICRG’s Philippines Context Study, (b) a review of
project reports available through USAID’s Development
Experience Clearinghouse (DEC), and (c) over 20 key informant interviews with CDO representatives, Philippine
partners, and former project partners and implementers. The primary research was conducted by means of
in-person and phone interviews between June 2018 and
August 2019. Among the interviewees in the Philippines
were leaders of cooperatives, including apex organizations, government officials, academics, and practitioners.
Interviews followed the same general framework and were
tailored to match the interviewees’ particular expertise.
Dr. Barbara Czachorska-Jones was the primary author
of the study with substantive input by ICRG staff: Dr.
Judith Hermanson, Leah Lucas, and Nicholas Hung.

Introduction
USAID has supported the socioeconomic development
goals of the Government of the Philippines, which have
included strategies to support broad-based, inclusive,
and sustainable economic growth and the promotion of
peace. In the last decade (2010 to 2019), USAID has
worked toward key objectives, including: improving the
quality of education, investing in emergency responsiveness initiatives, and addressing public health issues, including high rates of maternal and neonatal mortality and
tuberculosis health initiatives.1 USAID also works to enhance the country’s resilience to natural disasters and to
decrease threats to biodiversity. USAID investments in cooperatives over the long term have paid off. Today, the cooperative sector in the Philippines is thriving, data shows
that it has measurable economic benefits for members,
and that it supports women’s economic empowerment.2

This Legacy Study is a companion to the WDDCM
Philippines Country Study and analyzes USAID activities in the context of the larger cooperative sector. The
report finds that the legacy impacts of USAID-assisted
cooperative development are vast, including major
achievements in energy, housing, access to finance,
and capacity building by cooperatives. The report illustrates some of the legacy impacts that continue to
advance inclusive development in a variety of sectors
and have important impacts on Philippine society. In
the text that follows, we highlight specific ways in
which USAID has manifested its support for cooperative development through the work of CDOs, many of
which are OCDC members.3

1 Tallied from USAID Data Services Foreign Aid Explorer: https://explorer.usaid.gov/
2 Hermanson, J., Lucas, L.M., Czachorska-Jones, B., Holst, A., (2021) What difference do cooperatives make? Philippines country
study. U.S. Overseas Cooperative Development Council International Cooperative Research Group. https://ocdc.coop/wp-content/
uploads/2021/02/OCDC_Philippines_Proof10_LowRes.pdf.

Trimming coconut leaves for
suman, a local delicacy, in
Antipolo City. Cooperatives
play a key role in women’s
economic empowerment.

3 To see a real-life example of the positive cooperative impact in the Philippines, learn about Ms. Fely Ramos and the Laguna
Electric Cooperative at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5BguAJMA82E.
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“The impressive
success of the rural
electrification program
can be seen in the
expansion of coverage,
from only 23 percent
in 1969 to close to 100
percent in 2018 […]
There would be no
electrification without
U.S. help.”
— Artis Nikki L. Tortola
Deputy
Administrator for
Technical Services,
NEA 2018

Energy and Electricity
Access to reliable electricity is a building block to socioeconomic development and cooperatives have provided substantial support in providing accessible electricity to their
communities – and in some cases are the sole reason that

Cooperative Association International (NRECA).5
NRECA’s technical expertise offered to the USAIDsupported electrification program resulted in well-structured energy systems built to last. NRECA helped

some distant communities are electrified at all. Historically,
the Philippines faced a challenge in extending equitable
access to energy across the archipelago state – especially
in rural areas. In 1969, the Government of the Philippines
determined that it would adopt a cooperative approach to
rural electrification, with US pledges of support.4 USAID’s
investment in energy supported the Government of the
Philippines’ efforts and added to the contributions of several other donor agencies and organizations.

establish new Electrical Cooperatives (ECs), trained
staff from the ground level up, and worked with existing ECs to lower costs and provide for their financial,
operational, and technical needs. These efforts were
wide-spread and long-lasting: As of August 2018, 100
percent of municipalities, 99 percent of barangays
(or villages) and 83 percent of households across
the country had access to electricity. In 2020, USAID
reported that NRECA International’s collaborative projects brought electricity to more than 56 million people in
36,000 rural villages and towns.6

USAID channeled their support for electrification in
the Philippines through the National Rural Electric

4 The history and impact of the Philippine rural electrification program has been studied in detail: See G. Foley and J. D. Logarta
[in] Power and Politics, D. F. Barnes (Eds) (NRECA and World Bank: 2007), pp. 45–73.
5 As early as in 1962, NRECA signed an inaugural cooperative agreement with the newly established U.S. AID to share the lessons
NRECA learned in the electrifying rural parts of the United States with developing countries around the world. In 1966, USAID
sponsored two consultants to do a rural electrification feasibility study in the Philippines to determine their potential for establishing
financially viable electricity supply systems. In 1968, the U.S. and Philippines governments agreed to fund such a program and the
Philippines passed the National Electrification Administration Act of 1969 with NRECA providing technical assistance with funding
by USAID. The NEA was established as the implementing agency. To read more see: https://www.nrecainternational.coop/about/
history/. For detailed historic overview and analysis see Foley-Logarta, pp. 47–48.
4

6 https://www.usaid.gov/sites/default/files/documents/USAID_Cooperative_Development_Program_Fact_Sheet.pdf.

“Measurable impacts are justified in comparison
to inputs. It was thanks to USAID and other
donors’ continuous commitment to support
the co-op programs that they can be painted
as success today. Continuity and the need to
provide continuous support [through CDP] must
be recognized. It will not go away. This is not a
type of matter that can be resolved with one time
action, one training, one grant.”
—Paul Clark
NRECA Vice President for Business Development
(Former), 2018

Electrification of rural as well as urban areas has advanced under the management of the
National Electrification Administration (NEA). As of 2018, 100% of municipalities, 99%
of barangays and 83% of households across the country were covered and energized.
Makati, a city in the Metro Manila Region and the country’s financial hub, lights up at night.

“In 1974, I went to the field after training by NEA.
But in the field, nobody knew what a co-op was…
We told them: electrical cooperative projects
are patterned on US co-op projects, which are
successful. Now we come to do it in your area
because without electricity you cannot talk of
progress, or development, or infrastructure.
Electricity is a major component of progress!
Slowly people understood that ECs can be
successful here as well!”
— Gil Medina
NEA Staff Member (Retired)
5

“PHILRECA was funded
with US development
assistance. They led
to a massive and
highly successful
national electrification
campaign which
today comprises 119
cooperatives operating
in virtually all the
Philippines and serving
over 40 million people!”
— Presley C. De Jesus
PHILRECA Board
President (Aug 2018)

A recurring theme in NRECA’s work focuses on practical experience-sharing and information exchanges—including between local ECs and NRECA volunteers and
experts—to increase the efficiency and quality of the
local electric cooperatives. NRECA preemptively addresses potential challenges and strategizes solutions
with ECs. NRECA’s experts also participate in numerous
workshops and seminars: electric cooperative boards
and members training (under CDP funding), seminars,
study trips, and annual NRECA assemblies. Electric cooperative representatives learn about advocacy work at
the local, state, and federal levels and apply these learnings directly in their work in the Philippines.7
These programs facilitate learning, networking, and experience sharing and allow ECs to strengthen over the
years by training local people, developing relationships

and strengthening networks of support during times of
need.8 NRECA is not only supporting energy provision,
but also institution-building and strengthening so that
the cooperative and its ability to serve the underserved
is sustained. Lasting examples of NRECA’s work in this
area include national apex organizations, the Philippine
Rural Electric Cooperatives Association (PHILRECA)9
and the Rural Electrification Financing Corporation
(REFC). 10 For example, funded with U.S. development
assistance, PHILRECA implemented a large-scale
national electrification campaign which is today comprised of 119 cooperatives, operating in virtually all the
Philippines, and serving over 40 million people.11 The
Association unites 120 electrical cooperatives under
their umbrella and represents their members as a unified advocate in addressing specific regulatory issues

7 Artis Nikki L. Tortola, Deputy Administrator for Technical Services at NEA.
8 Gil Medina, NEA staff member (retired)
9 See more at http://web.philreca.org.
10 See more at http://refc.com.ph.
11 OCDC’s Pathway publication of 2007 cited 85 percent coverage and over 6 million households benefitting.
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or interpreting the law. 12 This is locally led development
in action!
In 2000, fifteen of the more prosperous electrical cooperatives, with NRECA’s financial support, organized
REFC to establish a financial institution that could serve
as an alternative source of funding in case NEA’s lending function was abolished.13 NRECA representatives
served in a purely advisory manner, sitting on the REFC
Board during the first year of its operations to help expedite processes, mentor staff, and provide general assistance.14 Now with 105 members, REFC is a source of
loans for electrical cooperatives to fund improvements
of various kinds. After six years of operation, the REFC
Board approved the distribution of dividends, distributing 100,000 million pesos since 2001. In addition,

REFC’s current assets totaled 700 million pesos and
was recently approved for 1.5 billion pesos of authorized capital.15
Electric cooperatives in the Philippines spearhead
many initiatives to provide stable, affordable, and accessible electricity to many Philippine citizens, including those who would otherwise have been left behind.
These cooperatives are self-sufficient and proactively
found ways to fund their own improvements and continue to grow, while still providing a high standard of
excellence to their members.

BATELEC Line Workers
undergo NRECA
International Training
Courtesy of NRECA International

12 In an interview with PHILRECA’s Board President, Presley C. De Jesus in August 2018. To learn more see for example,
PHILRECA’s press release of November. 9, 2018: http://web.philreca.org/opposition-to-hb-no-8015-seeking-a-legislative-franchiseto-solar-para-sa-bayan-corporation/.
13 Interview with Thomas L. Villaflor, REFC’s Chief Operating Officer, August 2018; OCDC’s 2007 Pathways report (p. 33). Note
that NEA’s lending capabilities were eventually abolished.
14 From NRECA’s CDP report 2004–2009: A new private financing and technical assistance CDO was developed and sustained
with over 50 Philippine electrical cooperatives providing financing and support benefiting over 3 million rural households, farms and
businesses, including loans for importing high-quality utility products from the U.S.
15 See more at: http://refc.com.ph/about/.
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Housing
Access to affordable housing is an important rung on
the ladder to improving families’ economic and overall
well-being: cooperatives have provided support in every
step of addressing housing issues, from providing financial support and access to loans to developing accessible and cost-efficient housing for all. USAID recognized
that cooperative housing could be an effective strategy
to help families move out of poverty. One example of
USAID’s assistance for affordable housing was the CHF
International (now known as Global Communities) partnership with the Philippines National Housing Authority
(NHA) to design a pilot program to help cooperatives

The Tuy Market Vendors
and Community MultiPurpose Cooperative
(TMVCMP) built 68
homes for its members
under CHF International’s
CDP project.
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develop accessible housing for members and their
families.16 Under Phase I of that program (from 1997
to 2004), CHF International helped NHA improve internal systems, including the registration of cooperatives,
provide Technical Assistance (TA), and education, and
produce manuals which contributed to the training
and construction of three pilots and 81 cooperatives.
Piloting new approaches resulted in building 52 units on
one pilot site and two model homes on a second site.17
The successful partnership between CHF International
and the Tuy Market Vendors and Community Multipurpose Cooperative (TCMPC) had an impressive impact

16 Global Communities (formerly Cooperative Housing Foundation or CHF) started from constructing affordable housing in the
United States to developing affordable cooperative housing in Central America and beyond. Global Communities have since
expanded their focus to include other community needs, to empower them to build informed, sustainable, and constructive
relationships with government institutions, the private sector, and civil society. To read more see: https://www.globalcommunities.
org/aboutus.
17 The third pilot site included teachers’ cooperative from Mindanao State University-Iligan Institute of Technology (MSUIIT),
northern Mindanao. While the project started successfully, it got entangled in a lawsuit which dragged on for years. The court
case was only recently won and MSUIIT National Multi-purpose Co-operative has finally built houses for members. Building
continues today as highlighted on the co-op’s website, showing houses built with modular technology, reducing costs and the
overall time of construction. For more information and pictures, see https://www.msuiitcoop.org and https://www.facebook.com/
msuiithousingcoop/photos/a.285129328348876/388625801332561/?type=1&theater.

in their community by providing decent residences for
their homeless members. This project was implemented
in coordination with the NHA, Land Bank, and the local
government at a total cost of $428,140 and benefitted
161 members by providing 57 single detached housing
units, 104 residential lots, and one commercial lot.18 The
program promoted self-sustainability and independence
by guiding their members through the process. To illustrate, when a member obtains a plot of land, they begin
repaying the land’s cost to the cooperative. When the
cost of land is repaid fully, the cooperative works with
Land Bank and PagiBig to help the members get a mortgage loan, which the member repays over time. Since
2004, Tuy’s housing project continued to collaborate with
NHA and has since expanded its land holdings for new
member and investor constructions.19

the development of a series of Cooperative Housing
Manuals, including modules guiding through the preparatory and implementation processes of housing construction. In partnership with the National Confederation
of Cooperatives (NATCCO), educational and training
activities were assessed as a strategy of reaching the
organization’s goals to provide better services to member organizations.20

CHF International’s pilot program in housing included
training programs, peer-to-peer exchanges, as well as

tle external input and bring out the latent abilities and
means of their members.

Housing cooperatives provide their members
much-needed access to housing – whether through
extending affordable loans or developing high-quality
and cost-efficient housing – otherwise unavailable to
them. Housing cooperatives maintain high standards
of excellence and sustainable business practices for
members, their staff, and for the community. These
cooperatives are able to provide their services with lit-

“We organized training
for numerous co-ops
and pilot programs we
helped with. This work
continues today.”
— Evangeline		
Equipage
Director, NHA’s
Livelihood
Development
Department (Retired),
2018

18		 OCDC. Cooperatives: Pathways to Economic, Democratic and Social Development in the Global Economy. (OCDC; 2007), p. 16.
19 Tuy’s President and CEO, Roberto Matalog, in a Housing Summit 2014 Power point presentation, reminded all in attendance of
the pilot project’s history and collaboration with various supporting organizations, including CHF. To read more see: http://www.cda.
gov.ph/images/Downloads/Other-Information/National_Housing_Summit_2014/Housing_Summit_Tuy_Community.pdf.
20 According to CHF International’s activity report for CDP 2001–2004, an organizational assessment of NATCCO was conducted
along with two other international apex partners.
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Savings and Credit
In response to the need for increased financial access and
literacy for the Philippine people – to give citizens not only
access to savings, credit, and loans but also to teach how
to effectively use and apply these resources to effect positive
change – USAID began to actively invest in this sector with
support from the World Council of Credit Unions (WOCCU).21
Backed by USAID, WOCCU provided development assistance to credit unions in the Philippines under its Credit
Union Empowerment and Strengthening (CUES) program.22

Launched in Mindanao in 1997, the CUES approach called for:
• an integrated financial and education delivery system;
• access to financial services, with outreach focused on poor rural women;
• savings mobilization, with an emphasis on preventing international
and government loan dependency;
• adequate institutional capital;
• competitive market pricing.

10

WOCCU’s CUES program incorporated a ‘Savings and
Credit with Education’ (SCWE) component to promote
savings and credit education, particularly among poor
women entrepreneurs. Education activities covered high
impact topics on health and nutrition, micro-enterprise,
savings, and credit management, as well as building
self-confidence. As of 2002, SCWE had fostered:

•

11 field supervisors and 55 field agents who disseminated valuable information to 11 participating cooperatives.

• 851

active Saving and Credit Associations (SCAs),
with over 23,000 women-members, 80 percent of
them borrowers.

21 The World Council of Credit Unions, member of OCDC, is
the international trade association, development platform, and
charitable foundation for credit unions and cooperative financial
institutions. The Council promotes the development of credit unions
and financial cooperatives around the world to empower people. To
read more see: https://www.woccu.org/about/organization.
22 CUES used several integrated elements: so called Model
Credit Union Building (MCUB); Protection, Effective financial
structure, Asset quality, Rates of return and costs, Liquidity
and Signs of growth (PEARLS); and Saving and Credit With
Education (SCWE) methodology. See more in section on
capacity building and education.

•
•

An increase as high as 300 percent in average monthly net enterprise incomes of women-entrepreneurs.23
Over 78,000 sessions on health and nutrition; with
noted improvements in feeding frequency, consumption, and quality of food.24

The program continued to expand, and by June
2004, 16 credit unions in the Philippines served
37,249 members through 1,388 SCAs, and more
than 160,000 learning sessions had been conducted.
Comparative SCWE indicators showed observable improvements and a CUES report noted a two-fold social
impact. 1. An improvement of cooperatives’ socio-economic conditions through increased availability, competitiveness, and quality of services, including support
for local communities through tax contributions. 2. An

improvement of member families’ food security, educational access, business expansion, and increased employment opportunities.25
The CUES model yielded impressive results in the first
decade, leading mobilized savings to increase from $3.4
million in December 1998 to $50.2 million in September
2005 in Mindanao and the Visayas.26 Through CUES,
WOCCU has supported 32 Mindanao-based cooperatives by addressing access to financial services,
particularly for poor rural women, and incentivizing savings.27 In December 2010, WOCCU, was honored by
the Philippines government for its ‘steadfast support,
vital partnership, and full cooperation with the Philippine
government... to the [uplifting] of the lives and welfare of
the Filipino people.28 This accolade from the Philippines
government serves as a reinforcement of USAID’s

“WOCCU’s CUES
project worked in
Region XI [Davao,
Mindanao]. Now this
is the region where we
see the largest and the
strongest CU’s. The
standards and many
tools that WOCCU
developed are still in
use today.”
— Sylvia O. Paraguya
CEO NATCCO, 2018

23 Credit use for improvements and/or expansion of their micro-enterprise businesses
24		 Luis Sasuman, Credit Union Empowerment and Strengthening (CUES). WOCCU, Case Study: Rural Financial Institutions:
Restructuring and Post Restructure Results. Per USAID agreement No. LAG-A-00-90016-00. P. 6-7.
25 Ibidem.
26 OCDC. Cooperatives: Pathways to Economic, Democratic and Social Development in the Global Economy. (OCDC; 2007).
27 Teodosio, V.A. Community Participation through Cooperatives in Addressing Basic Sevices: The Philippine Experience. (UN:
2009), p.6.
28 WOCCU. Philippine Government Honors WOCCU. (WOCCU; 2009)
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support in key strategic areas, aligned with the local
government’s priorities.
SCAs in the Philippines address financial access issues
using a multipronged approach that seeks to improve
the circumstances of members, employees, and the financial system. SCAs allocate affordable and accessible
financial tools like savings, loans, and financial literacy
to members and establish high standards of excellence
for both staff and business practices. Their efforts have
yielded impressive results: not only are Philippine SCAs
managing hundreds of millions of assets for their members, but they have influenced a wider-spread adoption
of their standards in private businesses and government
legislation and received national recognition for their
efforts.

A bird’s-eye view of Tapiutan Island, one of over 7,000
tropical islands in the Philippine archipelago.
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Cooperative Capacity Building and National Impact
In addition to the direct development improvements that
arose from USAID assistance in the Philippines, USAID
support also spurred deeper systemic changes in the cooperative sector’s operations and in the country’s policy
arenas, improving the overall standards of excellence and
inspiring organizations of all types to find the best practices in their fields. Apex organizations PHILRECA and
REFC have engaged throughout history in legislative advocacy to support cooperatives’ success. Cooperatives
in the Philippines have advocated for legislation that
strengthens regulations and improves business practices
for cooperatives and the business community at large.
In the late 1960s, NRECA helped shape the legislation
and establish the NEA which still serves as the main regulatory body for electrical cooperatives. Today, NRECA
(still supported by USAID) continues to advise on drafting
laws and advocating for legislation in the sector to improve the enabling environment in the Philippines.29

Cooperative Investments Lead to Systems Change
The project-based work supported by USAID led to systems change and strengthening which in turn provides
solid foundational strength to the Philippines cooperative movement today. CDA spearheaded high standards
of excellence in their own practices and have subsequently modeled, influenced, and improved regulations
on a national level. For example, CHF International
worked with CDA towards the standard chart of accounts to enhance transparency and provide a common
understanding and uniformity in quantitative financial information.30 The new decentralized system eliminated
unnecessary staff time, made monitoring and evaluation more feasible at the regional and central level, and
ensured better compliance by cooperatives with more
‘user-friendly’ reporting systems. Such improvements
also included the development of the standard chart

WOCCU holds Digital
Payments Workshops
for Credit Unions in
the Philippines
Courtesy of World Council
of Credit Unions

29 NRECA Vice President for Business Development Paul Clark (retired) in interview of August 2018. See also comments by
Teodosia, V. in Community participation… (UN; 2009), p. 10–11.
30 A similar need for standard chart of accounts for credit and other types of cooperatives with credit services was noted by
Teodosio, V. Community participation… (UN; 2009) p. 5.
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of accounts that were applicable to various structures
and types of cooperatives. The improved transparency helped the government with policymaking and fee
collection. Due to its ease of use and impressive efficiency gains, the CDA adopted those standards nationally. Final handover of the system to CDA took place in
September 2008.
In the financial sector, USAID-supported work for
WOCCU’s Model Credit Union Building (MCUB), a part of
the CUES program, focused on three key management
result areas: (1) finance, (2) credit, and (3) marketing.31
Its major component was PEARLS—a financial performance monitoring system designed to offer management
guidance for credit unions and other savings institutions.
PEARLS used a set of financial ratios or indicators that

help standardize terminology between institutions.32 Each
indicator had an associated goal representing a standard
of excellence which could help to strengthen and modernize credit unions and promote savings-based growth.
PEARLS therefore served as a natural supervisory tool
for regulators to compare and rank institutions, providing
a method of comparison among peer institutions in one
country or across countries.33
With the development of these standards, WOCCU
Philippines developed a highly successful branding
strategy to bring credibility to savings and credit cooperatives. A cooperative that achieved key PEARLS
criteria was awarded one of three levels of Finance
Organization Achieving Certified Credit Union Standards
(FOCCUS) logos.34 The FOCCUS brand publicly declares

31 Luis Sasuman. Credit Union Empowerment and Strengthening (CUES) Philippines. (WOCCU; 2002).
32		 In total, there were 44 quantitative financial indicators that facilitate an integral analysis of the financial condition of any financial
institution. PEARLS has been used as an educational tool to illustrate how a change in one ratio has ramifications for numerous other
indicators.
33 The acronym is derived from words representing its featured indicators: Protection, Effective financial structure, Asset
quality, Rates of return and costs, Liquidity and Signs of growth. For more information see: http://www.woccu.org/documents/
PEARLS_techguide.
34 Based in Davao, Philippines, the FOCCUS Group of Cooperatives certifies at 3 levels: silver for co-ops achieving the first
branding standard, gold for those reaching minimum standards, and platinum for model credit unions achieving international
standards. Learn more on their Facebook page: @mcm.foccuscooperatives
14

the cooperatives’ financial strength. WOCCU continued to monitor the Model Cooperative Network (MCN)
closely for the duration of its activities in the Philippines
noting significant performance improvements.35 Due to
this external verification mechanism, depositors have
increased confidence that savings institutions that meet
the standards of excellence are safe. The application of
PEARLS in the Philippines resulted in a dramatic decrease in delinquency and an increase in membership
and income between 1997–2002.36
Workflow Efficiency and Automation of Processes
Another close partner to USAID in the region, CHF
International, worked to reduce legal and policy barriers
for SMEs and cooperatives.37 CHF’s work on developing
the standard charts of accounts eased the registration

process for non-credit cooperatives. Working in close
collaboration with the CDA, CHF International sought
to strengthen CDA’s regulatory capacity via the introduction of the Cooperative Information System, a webbased database tracking system. This work resulted in
measurable efficiency increases to the government and
private sector.38 The CDA’s existing system required a
significant amount of labor to gather information and
maintain, which represented a considerable burden
on the part of cooperative employees. To address this
problem, CHF International spearheaded an innovative
public-private partnership, soliciting the help of the private partner Accenture to work jointly in designing and
programming a new tracking system.39 This public-private partnership has improved the CDA’s financial and
management practices, and has established standards

“When we started on
this project in the
early 2000s, we were
still using a yellow
sheet of paper and
a very long ruler […]
Now everything is
automated.”
— Marieta Hwang
CDA Director Region
III, 2018

35 WOCCU. “Advocating for ‘Sound and Safe’ CUs.” Credit Union World, Vol. 2 issue 4, December 2000; WOCCU released the
CDP Year 1 Baseline Assessment Report—15 credit unions representing 369,807 members (19 percent male and 42 percent female
reported membership). Membership practically doubled between 2002 to 2004, from 168,464 to 360,807.
36 Read more in Luis Sasuman. Credit Union Empowerment and Strengthening (CUES) Philippines. (WOCCU; 2002). Appendix A,
P. 12 and on results of MCUB methodology pp. 3-6.
37 During their Phase II project under CDP, implemented between 2004 and 2008.
38 Based on CHF activity reports for CDP.
39 Accenture, a global management consulting, technology services and outsourcing company, has carried out these activities
under its Corporate Social Responsibility Group, contributing close to $200,000 as a private matching contribution.
15

“We need all
stakeholders to
focus, to prepare
cooperative members
for the assistance
that is offered by
banks, to align our
plans with Philippine
Development Plans
and their focus on
human development,
on regulatory
environment.”
— Ray Elevazo
Executive Director,
CDA, 2019

and benchmarks to measure, guide, monitor, analyze,
and supervise cooperative performance.
Starting around 2002, the Cooperative Information
Registration System began the process of automation.
Procedures that used to rely on long, manually entered,
handwritten sheets of yellow paper, filed via a paper filing
system, transitioned to an electronic system.40 The online
database has significantly reduced the physical room and
staff time required and allowed the CDA to issue regular
updates on all cooperatives located across the archipelago’s 7,000 islands. In the past, large amounts of paperwork required for monitoring and information exchange
restricted information flow between 15 of the CDA’s regional extension offices nationwide and its central office.41
With Accenture’s support, CHF has helped connect all
the CDA’s offices via an online database system.

streamlining and increased capacity and capability.
These changes have made the cooperatives themselves
more efficient for their own members and staff, leading
to higher-quality service to their members. These efforts
also spurred significant change beyond – many of the
improvements initially intended for internal processes
have inspired changes on a national level, resulting in
changes in standards and legislation that improve procedures for all Philippine citizens.

USAID and cooperative efforts fostered introspection
in the cooperative sector and resulted in substantial
40 Interview with Marieta Hwang, in charge of CDA’s registration process at the time in August 2018.
41 Today the CDA receives three types of mandatory reports from cooperatives: a progress report, financial statement, and an
assessment/evaluation which allows the CDA to verify and triangulate the received information. In addition, in 2013 CDA introduced
Social Audit Reports, which seeks to gather information about the social performance and social impact cooperatives make. So far,
these reports are received in hard copy and their analysis by CDA is an on-going activity.
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Looking Ahead: Searching for Solutions
Activities highlighted in this report reflect primarily on the
impact of USAID-supported programs implemented by
cooperative development organizations in the Philippines
between 1997 and 2010. These examples of the specific
ways in which cooperatives contribute to inclusive growth
and the lasting impacts of USAID assistance suggests
there is untapped potential. Moreover, the ‘listening tour’
recently conducted by USAID Philippines42 and OCDC’s
What Difference do Cooperatives Make? (WDDCM) research have provided different ways to assess the impact
of past assistance and current strategies of engagement.
The WDDCM Policy Dialogue held in Manila in 2019,
which followed OCDC’s field surveys and preliminary
research findings, looked more broadly at the status of
cooperative movement, the impressive economic and
social benefits it provides for members, and the issues
standing in the way of realizing its full potential and with
which it continues to grapple.43

Opportunities for Cooperative Organizations and
USAID to Support Inclusive Growth:
The growth of the cooperative sector in the Philippines
and the longevity of its supporting institutions provide evidence that cooperatives are meeting a crucial
need. Cooperatives provide vital services and provide
significant and direct empowerment at a local level to
strengthen their communities. Potential entrepreneurs,
who would otherwise have been neglected, are given
access to financial capital – through low-interest loans
and savings – knowledge and resources – through information sharing and collective bargaining – and even
access to vital infrastructure and utilities – like electricity
– to improve their circumstances. Recent evidence from
WDDCM reveals that the economic situations of members of cooperatives is measurably better than those of
non-members and the population at large.

42 The “listening tour” was conducted by USAID-Philippines in 2018/19 and led to a new multi-year engagement with partner
agriculture cooperatives. Interview with Jay de Quiros, USAID Philippines, August 2018.
43 Co-sponsored by OCDC and CDA under funding from USAID, The Policy Dialogue was held on July 30, 2019, giving the
participants an internal forum to discuss issues and express comments as reflected in this part of report.
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•

•

The evidence suggests that cooperatives improve
livelihoods and are a steppingstone into the lower
middle and middle classes. The policy and practical
question that remains is: “How can these benefits be
harnessed more broadly to reach poorer and more
marginalized segments of the population? There
seems to be a need to recalibrate the actions to
reach the “poor-poor” so they can benefit from cooperatives. A cooperative-inclusive approach will be
vital to meet the goals of the Poverty Reduction Plan
to reduce poverty from 21 percent to 15 percent by
2022, and to eradicate poverty by 2040.

With proper support, “micro” cooperatives can grow
to become “small”, then “medium”, and so on, to
broaden the reach and opportunities the cooperatives facilitate for the Philippine population. Because
of the low-cost, high efficiency and lasting sustainability of properly supported cooperatives, the
Department of Trade and Industry should provide
the necessary and vital support.

•

Cooperatives have a key impact in rural areas. To
amplify the impact of cooperatives in these regions,
USAID should consider amplifying its investment in
agricultural cooperatives. In this way, rural cooperatives can serve as vehicles of inclusive rural economic growth.

•

The Department of Trade and Industry’s “the M’s”
program includes support to cooperatives through
mastery of entrepreneurship, mentoring, mindset
change, machines, models, and market access.

Development of a strategy to invest in coop technology (which could range from simple internet access
to electronic marketing platforms) has great potential.

•

44 Interview with Sylvia Paraguya, CEO of NATCCO in August 2018.
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The adoption of technology at the primary cooperative level has the potential to strengthen capacity and
can be further incentivized and supported through
outreach and training programs. Cooperative leaders are hopeful that the cooperative sector will adapt
quickly to new technology, not only to improve their
own services and expand their reach, but to also attract the younger generation to join cooperatives.44

Even though all federal agencies are mandated to
promote cooperatives, more vigorous and joint inter-agency actions are needed, with the involvement

Unity, diversity, and cooperation strengthens all!
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of banks, local government units (LGUs), community
organizations and cooperatives.

•

The BATELEC I Electric
Cooperative team includes
many women who are
proud to provide services
to (as of 2018) over
164,000 members in
the Batangas region.

•

Collaboration between cooperatives and LGUs is not
efficient. Both sides need to work on improvements:
LGUs need to have more officers and funds dedicated to support cooperatives and cooperatives to
improve their participation in community affairs and
communication. Their impact in communities is not
seen clearly enough.
Rural electrification in the Philippines still faces the
issue of ensuring coverage of the “last mile”45 and
encouraging innovation and the adoption of new
technologies, including solar energy.46 Developing the
sense of ownership among member-consumers and

ensuring stronger participation and voice in electric
cooperative matters through continuous member and
board training are some areas where the ECs and
their apex organizations hope to focus.
Future Research
Academic and research institutions in the Philippines
have produced a great number of studies on cooperatives, focusing on subjects ranging from organizational
strengths and weaknesses, social capital, the relationship between democracy and cooperative enterprises,
among others. Some researchers even question the
existence of a “cooperative identity” especially among
utility cooperatives, pointing out the difficulty in balancing their identities as both members and consumers,

45 As pointed out by NEA’s Tortola, ECs operate distribution even if there are less than 20 consumers per square kilometer,
whereas private companies operate for no less than 400–1,000 consumers per square kilometer.
46 Based on interview with REFC, the Carbon Emission Reduction (CER) program is a partnership to develop an energy efficiency
program focused on electric distribution, demand-side energy conservation, and renewable energy power production. Another
recently perceived trend is that of private companies taking over local electrical cooperatives. Rural electrical cooperatives provide
an invaluable service in expanding lines and providing service to hard-to-reach areas that other companies may refuse to service. If
private companies start to take over, only the vulnerable will suffer. This trend is considered dangerous by both industry specialists
and practitioners. Asked NEA’s Tortola: “Are electric cooperatives an ‘apple ripe for the picking?’”.
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and complying with government regulations.47 Yet, there
is a great need for assessments of cooperative impact
on a wider scale, though capacity to engage in such
research is lacking. Areas and themes of future research
include:

•
•
•
•
•

Cooperatives as a vehicle of poverty alleviation: What
are the barriers of entry for those on the “bottom of
the pyramid” and how can they be overcome? How
can cooperatives reach un-banked communities?

•

•

Social aspects of cooperative work: What standards
can be used to measure it? How can cooperatives
use their Community Development funds more efficiently and with lasting impact? Is sustainability an essential component of Corporate Social Responsibility
(CRS) projects?
Exploring links between cooperatives and LGUs: How
to foster partnerships while avoiding dependency.

Technology utilization as an opportunity to attract
youth to cooperatives.
Lack of agricultural insurance and strategies to increase coverage across the island state.
Member participation and engagement: What fosters
and what hinders member engagement?
Social capital and trust: How can trust be strengthened between members and between members and
management? How does trust impact cooperative
performance?

47 Jessa Joy S. Arroyo and Maria Corazon M. Madalogdog-Samorin, Electric Cooperatives: Their Nature and Identity [in] 2012
International Year of Cooperatives. Edited by Isabelita M. Pabuayon, Zenaida M. Sumalde and Laida J. Abarquez, (ICOPED-CEM,
UPLB; 2013).
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Conclusion
Cooperatives have a rich and vibrant history in the
Philippines and have been a force of positive change
for the Filipino people for over one hundred years. The
cooperative movement has helped lift citizens out of
poverty, reform society, and drive citizens’ participation in government. The Philippines have considered
cooperatives in their policy decisions since the 1987
Constitution and continue to emphasize cooperatives
as a public policy goal because cooperatives are a
“practical vehicle for promoting self-reliance and harnessing people power towards the attainment of economic development and social justice.”48 Domestic
support—from the CDA, NEA, and international support from USAID and other donor organizations—
can utilize the Philippine cooperative network of over
12,000 cooperatives and 14 million members to drive
effective change for all Filipinos.
Supporting cooperative development leads to widespread and holistic improvements. Cooperatives

have offered and continue to offer a pathway for inclusive and sustainable development which can help
to bridge the gender gap and the urban and rural
divide, across this archipelago nation state. Due to
the unique relationship cooperatives have with the
government, and their incorporation into public policy, cooperatives have advanced political discourse,
influenced legislation, and established national-level
standards. Cooperatives’ processes have been used
as a model by the government to improve efficiency. Cooperatives in the Philippines, like the ones referenced in this report, handle millions of Philippine
Pesos for the benefit of the entire community, members, and non-members alike.
USAID’s investment has paid off, for cooperatives,
their communities, and the wider business community.
This report has highlighted development sectors that
illustrate the impact of USAID’s investment in projects
from 1997 to 2010, including electricity for all, access

48 Cooperative Development Authority. Philippine Government Executive Order No. 96. Implementing rules and regulations on
cooperative promotions, organization, development and supervision by local government units. (Republic of the Philippines; 1993).
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to credit, and affordable housing, three pillars for sustainable and broad-based economic development.
Beyond the economic benefits, cooperatives provide
valuable training and education opportunities for both
members and employees that increase the overall human capital and capacity of the region.

A night market along
Harrison Road in
Baguio. Cooperatives
typically contribute to
community events—
including fairs, festivals,
competitions, and sport
events—offering their
support to the broader
community beyond their
immediate membership.
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Key CDO Contributions in the Philippines (1990s-2020)
National Rural Electric
International (NRECA)

Cooperative

Association

Brought accessible and affordable electricity to some of the
hardest-to-reach areas of the Philippines, as well as fostered
training, professionalism, and standards of excellence to
strengthen the electricity industry.
Global Communities (formerly CHF International)

World Council of Credit Unions (WOCCU)
Helped all SCAs adopt performance and training standards
that helped make financial cooperatives stronger. WOCCU’s
regulatory work led to the licensing of highly efficient SCAs,
allowing the whole sub-sector to achieve phenomenal growth
and the trust of the public through the establishment of rigorous standards and the professionalism of the industry.

Developed affordable and accessible housing, as well as
helped members be more self-reliant and self-sustainable in
acquiring housing. Bolstered internal processes, automating
record-keeping, reduced legislative barriers that prevented
cooperative success, and established high operational standards that were eventually adopted by the government.
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CDP at a Glance
Launched in 2001, the United States Agency for
International Development (USAID) Cooperative
Development Program (CDP has strengthened cooperatives in more than 35 countries across Africa,
Latin America, and Southeast Asia. The Cooperative
Development Program is a competitive USAID
grant opportunity that supports U.S. Cooperative
Development Organizations’ (CDOs) work with local
cooperatives and other member-owned businesses
around the world to respond to community needs in
key sectors of intervention.

The CDP, the latest in a long and storied legacy building on decades of effective cooperative assistance
initiatives, is designed to advance locally owned development and empower local actors to take the lead
in identifying and addressing development challenges
by improving cooperative business performance,
creating environments where cooperatives can thrive,
and enhancing the development community’s support
to cooperatives.

1250 Connecticut NW, Suite 700
Washington, DC 20036
www.ocdc.coop
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